JFK ASSASSINATION SYSTEM
IDENTIFICATION FORM

AGENCY INFORMATION

AGENCY: CIA
RECORD NUMBER: 104-10076-10415
RECORD SERIES: JFK
AGENCY FILE NUMBER: 80T01357A

Case #: NW 53199 Date: 06-12-2017

DOCUMENT INFORMATION

AGENCY ORIGINATOR: CIA
FROM: JM WAVE
TO: DIRECTOR
TITLE: JM WAVE CABLE REQUESTING STATION TRACES ON DAVID ALVARIDO.
DATE: 12/13/1963
PAGES: 1

SUBJECTS: NAME TRACE
TRACE REQUEST
JM WAVE CABLE
ALVARIDO, DAVID
LIAISON TRACE

DOCUMENT TYPE: PAPER
CLASSIFICATION: SECRET
RESTRICTIONS: 1B
CURRENT STATUS: RELEASED IN PART PUBLIC - RELEASED WITH DELETIONS
DATE OF LAST REVIEW: 08/08/95

[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10076-10415
SECRET 130818Z
PARI INFO DIR LOND CARA CITE HAVE 8384
KEYWAY PBRUNEN UNRUMBLE 13 DEC 63
REF: PAR 1699 (278460) 164 79690
NO IDENT HAVE OR ANOT TRACES SUBJS REF.

SECRET
C/S CONCERN: "PARI REQUESTED STATION AND LIAISON TRACES
DAVID ALVARIDO."